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This term our Senior Phase pupils have been working hard to 
complete their assessments for the National Qualifications, with 
preparation for exams being a feature for those pupils working 
towards National 5, Higher and Advanced Higher qualifications.   
The school will be running a programme of revision classes 
during the Easter break; information about the programme can be 
found below and on pages 18 and 19 of this newsletter. I would 

encourage pupils to take advantage of all that is on offer to help to boost grades in the final exams.
Study Leave begins for those who are entitled to it on Tuesday, 2nd May with Friday, 28th April 
being the last day on which pupils will be expected to be in school.  Pupils being presented for 
more than three SQA exams (National 5/Higher/Advanced Higher) will be given the full exam 
leave i.e they will begin exam leave on Tuesday, 2nd May and return to school for the start of new 
timetable on Monday, 5th June.  Any pupil sitting three or fewer exams will be granted two days 
leave for each exam that they are undertaking in the lead up to the date of the individual exam. This 
is in accordance with the guidelines issued by Midlothian Council.  
A series of Masterclasses is being arranged to allow pupils to receive additional support from staff 
during exam leave; further details will be issued on return from the Easter break.  Teaching staff 
will also be available at other times during this period for support for individual pupils.
The National 4/3 qualifications do not have an external exam and pupils being presented for those 
qualifications are expected to attend school throughout this period.  An Employability Summer 
School, with the aim of developing employability skills working with a range of partners, is 
being organised for the pupils.  Successful completion of the programme can lead to an additional 
qualification from SQA.  Further information regarding the Employability Summer School will 
follow.  Pupils sitting three or fewer exams will be able to join the programme of events when they 
are in school.
In the past few weeks, pupils currently in S2 to S5 have been making choices about their learning 
pathways for the coming session. The timetable for the new session will begin on Monday, 5th 
June for all of our pupils.  
Finally, I would like to wish our Senior Phase pupils the very best of luck as they complete their 
courses and work towards success in the exams.  The work ethic across the school has been greatly 
enhanced by the changes that we made to the structure of the senior year groups in Dalkeith High 
School as we hoped would be the case.  The changes have also allowed for the provision of a wide 

range of vocational courses to meet the needs of all of our learners, whilst retaining 
the academic rigour that was already well established within the school.

Allyson Dobson
Headteacher 

HEADTEACHER’S MESSAGE
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The Parent Teacher Association (PTA) has been 
very busy since the beginning of 2017. 
We are currently 3 mums of S1 pupils who 
attended a Parent Council meeting last year and 
decided to take action when we discovered there 
was less than £500 in the PTC ‘pot’.

Since the beginning of February, we have added an 
additional £1196.49 to the PTC bank account!

• £250.00 banked - Football scratch cards
• £143.00 banked - Tombola
• £803.49 banked - B&M bag pack 

Special thanks to the following S1 Pupils who helped with the tombola and the bag pack:
Gregor Dickson, Sophie Dickson, Fraser Flynn, Lewis Hay,  Sam Hedlund, Ryan Johnson, Lucas 
Lyell, Sophie MacDonald and Fraser Macvean.
Thank you also to the many other students, family and friends who have enthusiastically supported 
our fundraising.

Plea for help: Bag Pack, Morrison’s Dalkeith – Saturday 6th May (10am – 2pm) 

• 6 checkouts to cover over a 4 hour period
• We will need “at least” 24 volunteers to make a success of this  fundraiser
• 2 people on each checkout for 2 hour slots
• Please contact us to offer your help / support

THE PARENT TEACHER ASSOCIATION (PTA)

Contact us via Facebook or Email:

Facebook:  Dalkeith High School PTA
Email: dalkeith_hs_pta@yahoo.com  

We are always looking for additional help and 
ideas. Please contact us if you can offer any 
assistance. 5
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As part of their Home Management Unit, the 
ASDAN group has been learning about the 
importance of healthy eating.  They had to 
plan and prepare a healthy snack that someone 
could have for lunch. Mr Robertson from the 
Home Economics department allowed us to 
use his kitchen to make cabbage, lettuce, carrot 
and ham coleslaw wraps. He showed the group 
the correct way to use a knife to cut the various 
vegetables into fine pieces.  Mrs Pearson also 
had an array of items that you might have 
for a healthy breakfast. Apples, bananas, 
strawberries, milk, fruit juice, wholemeal  
cereal and bread were all on display. 
At the end of the lesson, everyone chose a 
piece of fruit as a reward for working hard. The 
strawberries went pretty quickly!

The PDA group went for a second session to Ratho Indoor 
Climbing Centre at the beginning of February. Bill Stephen, the 
Outdoor Education teacher, was so impressed with the pupils 
last session that he raised the bar.  After a fun warm-up involving 
lots of windmill arm exercises, Bill set them new challenges, like 
seeing if they could work more independently, communicate 
effectively in teams and climb and abseil correctly. He also 
wanted to check how well they had remembered the correct 
and safe use of technical equipment, for example the screwgate 
carabiner, the ATC clip delay device, the figure of eight knot 
and the live line.  The pupils totally excelled themselves, 

remembering many of the skills from the session 
previously, listening to instructions, encouraging 
and helping each other to do higher graded 
climbs. It was a great day out and an experience 
the group won’t forget in a hurry.

ASDAN EDUCATION

PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT AWARD



The PDA class visited the Community hospital in Bonnyrigg with Keith  Barbour from Volunteer 
Midlothian to take part in some befriending with the senior citizens there.  Some faces were new to us, 
others were familiar from our last visit. Keith suggested  a  game of skittles, so the class helped set up 
the game and helped the senior citizens take part. There was a lot of collecting of balls and skittles ! It 
was such fun, the girls had to have a go too! Later, as it was such a success last term, we just had to have 
another game of musical bingo and a singalong. The class are very grateful  to Keith Barbour, who gave 
us the opportunities to  visit the senior citizens this session and also to the senior citizens for allowing 
us to join their friendly group.  It has encouraged the pupils to improve their communication skills in a 
community environment and made them more aware of the rewards of  helping and caring for others in 
the community. 

The Enhanced DofE group were up in the Pentlands 
on the 14th-15th March for their first ever expedition. 
The group consisted of 5 boys from S3 (Blair Ewing, 
Connor Willis, Charlie Simpson, Joseph Stapleton and 
Ronan Archibald) who had to battle through 40mph 
winds as they made their way across the Pentland Hills 
from Flotterstone to Bonaly. The boys had a great time, 
particularly at the campsite, and are now preparing for 
their second expedition after Easter. 

PDA - Befriending

Enhanced DofE - Practice Expedition
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HAIRDRESSING & BEAUTY SALON

ZEST

CONSTRUCTION & MTS

Dalkeith High School is looking forward to the formal opening of its very own Beauty Salon. The 
salon has been equipped with 2 sinks, 6 hairdressing stations, 2 nail bars and 5 beauty massage beds.
The first group to use the salon have been participating in a 6 week pilot beauty course, run and 
facilitated by Heather Gibson from Midlothian Council.
It is hoped that the salon will not only be for hairdressing and beauty, but also for health and wellbeing, 
massage and other short courses.

Two pupils from DHS have successfully completed the ZEST 
programme which is run by Edinburgh Zoo. Lewis Allan and 
Andrew Macfie have gained their ZEST qualification and an 
SQA qualification in Employability Skills for Work! The course 
will finish with a day trip to Kingussie Wildlife Park.

Over 30 pupils are taking part in a construction programme run at 
Midlothian Training Services in Loanhead. A number of students have 
gained a qualification in plumbing and are now progressing to electrical 
work and joinery. The S2 group have been making planters and a Girls’ 
construction group has been taking place on Friday mornings.
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Social bite is a social enterprise with a number of sandwich shops across 
Scotland. They donate 100 percent of their profits to charity and do a huge 
amount of work for the homeless. We raised money for them as 
part of their “Schools for Social Bite at Christmas” campaign and 
raised a fabulous £820.

JASS ADVENTURE AT MUSSELBURGH LAGOONS

Dalkeith High School introduced the 
JASS (Junior Award Scheme for Schools) 
programme into our Broad General 
Education to offer recognition in four key areas – participation in regular physical activity, exploring 
a personal interest, working for the good of the community and completing an outdoor activity or 
challenge.
As part of the award, S2 pupils took part in an adventure day at the Musselburgh Lagoons early in 
S2. This day involved pupils competing in groups to be awarded the team with the highest points and 
therefore crowned champions of the JASS Award adventure day.
To achieve points, pupils used their problem-solving skills, determination and teamwork in both group 
canoeing challenges and mountain biking competitions.
Further to this, pupils also had the opportunity to develop their teamwork skills by working through 
various problem-solving challenges.
All the S2 pupils who took part in the adventure days were excellent ambassadors for the school – and 
the events, supported by the hard work of the Outdoor Learning team at Midlothian Council, were a 
great success.
Pupils were also awarded house points in recognition of their contributions to the day and these points 
will go toward one of four school houses in the hope of winning the school’s annual house points 
competition.
After the great success of the adventure days at the Musselburgh Lagoons, plans are already underway 
for our current S1 pupils to attend this event as part of their JASS Award in session 2017/18.
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Congratulations to both Amie Cousins (1L2) and 
Daniel Cousins (3L2) who won gold medals at 
their first archery competition. Daniel set a new 
Scottish record for his score in his category!

Congratulations to Sam Sutherland (1L2)
who competed in the Scottish Taekwondo 
Championships on 5th February and won a 
gold medal and a silver medal. He then won a 
bronze medal for sparring in the ITF English 
Open Championships on 12 March!

S5 PUPILS PREPARE FOR IMMERSION TRIP TO CHINA

ARCHERY GOLDS FOR
AMIE & DANIEL COUSINS

TAEKWONDO MEDALS FOR SAM!

Five pupils from Dalkeith High School will be travelling 
to China in July 2017 as part of the Confucius Institute 
for Scotland’s Schools summer immersion programme.  
Judith Scott, Abbie Wright, Ellis Paterson, Callan 
MacGregor and Yasmin Iqbal will be visiting Beijing, 
Tianjin and cities in the Shandong province, including 
Qufu which is the birthplace of Confucius. 
The Confucius Institute for Scotland’s Schools (CISS) 
is a national centre funded by the Scottish Government 
and Hanban, the Confucius Institute Headquarters of 
China. It was established in 2012 in partnership with 
Tianjin Education Commission. 

The trip offers the opportunity for pupils to immerse themselves in Chinese language and culture 
over a two week period. Pupils will attend daily language and culture classes and go on a number 
of excursions to sites such as the Great Wall of China and the Forbidden City.  They will receive 
a SQA accreditation at the end of the visit in addition to the experiences that they will encounter.
I am sure that you will agree that the visit will increase mutual understanding between pupils in 
China and Scotland and will promote the development of Chinese language education.
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FAIRTRADE FORTNIGHT

CONSTRUCTION AND BUILT ENVIRONMENT CHALLENGE FINAL

BUSINESS VALENTINE’S

S3 Business have been learning all about Fairtrade and fighting for 
farmers to give them a fair price. Pupils organised a Fairtrade lunch 
on 9th March at the staff room, selling tickets to raise funds to buy 
the food and drink. They decorated the staffroom with fair trade 
information to help educate others and give staff some lunchtime 
reading! There were cakes aplenty, unlimited teas & coffee and 
even fresh fruit for the health conscious! The event was a success 
and we would like to thank all pupils, staff and parents who 
contributed and managed to get along for the day. If you missed it, 
don’t worry, we will see you same time next year! 

S2 Business have proudly delivered various enterprising activities in the run 
up to Valentine’s day to spread the message of romance and love! They sold 
candy sweets, love heart jellies, chocolate brownies wrapped and much more. 
The grand finale came on Friday 10th February where over 50 Valentine 
balloons were delivered to staff and pupils across the school. The balloons 
carried loving messages, which showed how much each recipient was 
appreciated by their secret admirers.

On the 12th of January a group of 10 S2 pupils 
represented Dalkeith High School in the CABEC 
final at The Corn Exchange, Edinburgh. They were 
competing against 9 other schools from across 
Edinburgh and the Lothians. During the day the 
team demonstrated excellent teamwork and applied 
problem-solving skills to a variety of construction 
tasks from roof tiling, electrical circuits and 
plumbing to building a picnic bench and wishing 
well. It was a fantastic day and a chance to meet 
employees from a variety of colleges, universities 
and training providers as well as a great opportunity 
to develop new construction skills.
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IMMERSION WEEKEND

BARCELONA EXCHANGE

Like every year, S4 to S6 pupils are required to sit their oral exams 
in French and Spanish. A key revision tool to which the department 
attributes its academic success is the annual French and Spanish 
Immersion Weekend. 
This year saw 20 pupils and 3 members of staff retreating to Stirling youth hostel from the 24th to 26th 
of February for a full weekend immersed in French and Spanish.
Whilst revision time with lots of individual support to prepare for the speaking assessment was the 
main focus of the weekend, pupils were also given many varied opportunities to develop their speaking 
and listening skills in context. 
Pupils returned home tired but happy and a lot more confident that they will be able to do well in their 
speaking assessment. 

Dalkeith High School was pleased to welcome its first Spanish exchange in March. Five Spanish 
pupils were hosted by Scottish families and enjoyed their stay in Bonnie Scotland. They were 
extremely lucky with the weather and had the opportunity to enjoy a sunny visit to Edinburgh Castle, 
a stroll down the Royal Mile and of course the chance to do some shopping in Princess Street as 
well as visiting North Berwick and tasting typical Fish and Chips. Among others activities, parents 
decided to show the Spanish pupils the Kelpies by night which was enjoyed by all. 
As part of the exchange, the Spanish pupils followed the timetable of their pen pal at school, they 
were impressed by the school equipment and facilities. They particularly enjoyed PE and participated 
in after-school club activities. Our pupils in modern languages classes were given the opportunity 
to meet with Spanish pupils and even be taught by the Spanish teacher, Julio. This was an excellent 
opportunity to make the learning of languages relevant to pupils as well as giving them the chance 
to practice their language skills.
The modern Language department wishes to thank all the people involved in the exchange. We are 
especially thankful to all the parents for their warm welcome and their commitment to making this 
exchange trip a success. We are looking forward to our return trip to Barcelona later on this year.
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BOOK FAIR

SOUTH AFRICA 2017

The Dalkeith Campus Library recently held a Book 
Fair where pupils were able to purchase books 
from authors such as David Walliams and Suzanne 
Collins.  Pupils from Dalkeith High School and St 
David’s High School really enjoyed the opportunity 
to use their £1 ‘World Book Day’ tokens to purchase 
the books and raise £60 worth of free books for the 
school library.  Pictured  are Steven Drever,  Martha 
Jane Alexander,  Hubert Kachniarz and Jamie 
Adams who helped organize  the event.

On the 9th February 2017, 11 pupils and 3 staff headed 
off on an excursion to South Africa in order to develop 
a partnership with a school called Ogwini High School. 
The school, located in the township of Umlazi near 
Durban, has a school roll of 3300 pupils with many 
pupils travelling over an hour to attend the school. 
While visiting Ogwini High School, DHS pupils had 
the opportunity to spend time with their South African 
buddies, learn more about the culture and attend various 
lessons. This was a real eye opening experience for our 
pupils with over 80 pupils in each class and lessons 
delivered with the use of only a chalkboard. The South 
African pupils’ dedication to learning and achievement 
is what really stuck in the minds of the DHS pupils and 
teachers.  On top of the busy schedule at Ogwini High 
School, pupils had the opportunity to have some fun at a 
water-park and also visited a safari park where they saw 
wild zebra, rhinos and giraffes amongst other wildlife. 
Now back at school, the pupils are busy preparing for 
assemblies to share their experience with all the pupils 
at Dalkeith High School. They are also busy coming 
up with fundraising activities to support Ogwini High 
School and developing a  “Dalkeith-Ogwini Committee” 
to drive our new partnership forward. Watch this space 
for further updates about our exciting new partnership 
and the next excursion to visit the school in South Africa. 



Show rehearsals are well underway. All of the singing for act one 
is now complete and the choreography is now well underway 
too - including many Elvis thrusts combined with the funky 
chicken move. What could go wrong? With the perfect cast size, 
a great bunch of pupils and a vast array of talent, ‘Grease’ may 
well be our best yet! Now just a giant car prop to make...

In December, the Choir went to perform at Letts for their annual Christmas Lunch. We 
are welcomed at Letts every year by Susan and the team and we thoroughly enjoy the 
whole festive experience! In the manic last week of the Christmas term the school choir 
performed in a number of places. On the Wednesday we went to Archview Care Home 
in Dalkeith to sing for some of the residents. Initially there were around 15 residents in 
the sitting room but when they heard the music the care workers brought more and more 
people along to listen. The choir sang a varied programme of music which had the residents 
singing, swaying and some even shed a few tears. It was a wonderful experience that I’m 
sure our pupils at Dalkeith won’t forget in a long time.

Once again we entered the annual Rotary of Dalkeith Young Musician competition which 
was held at Newbattle High School. Rachel Hutchison played ‘Tango Esta Noche’ in an 
impressive Spanish style  on guitar, which was very well received, and Anna McInnes 
followed singing an emotive version of ‘When will Someone Hear?’ from Martin Guerre. 
Anna Fitzpatrick played a hauntingly beautiful version of Einaudi’s  ‘I Giorni’ and Taylor 
Clark completed the line up by singing a 
powerful version of ‘Bring Him Home’. 
The competition was as tough as always 
but Taylor was crowned winner of the 
vocal section to everyone’s delight! 

Another showcase of the 
music talent we have here 
at Dalkeith High School. 
I’m super proud of you 
all!

MUSIC NEWS...

CHOIR ON TOUR

ROTARY YOUNG MUSICIAN OF THE YEAR
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For one magical night in April the choirs from 
six Midlothian secondary schools come together 

to perform a broad range of songs covering classical, jazz, pop and hip-hop.  Led by 
choirmaster Stephen Deasley, the voices of nearly 200 young people will fill The Queen’s 
Hall with songs by artists such as Bob Dylan, Adele, and Portishead.  The ‘Voices of 
Midlothian’ concert is certain to be a memorable evening, which showcases the musical 
talents of our young people.
The DHS choir had a second workshop visit from choral master Stephen Deazley. We 
worked with him for an hour in the classroom on the finale number for the event before 
joining forces with the choir from St David’s for an extra hour of joint fun. The morning 
was filled with many random imagery quotes to the amusement of the pupils and some 
very out of time clapping by all of us involved! Don’t worry though the clapping may 
not be our forte but the singing is en Pointe! Tickets can be booked on the Queen’s Hall 
website and are selling fast! Look forward to seeing some of you there!

THE CHALLENGE HAS BEGUN!

FENCE DESIGN COMPETITION
There was a competition funded by Coalfields Community Futures for former coal mining 
area and a bid by Bill Russell Woodburn Youth Project was successful in obtaining 
funding to create fencing at the Midlothian Advice and Resource Centre, Woodburn Road.  
Dalkeith High School pupils Cameron Miller and Leeann McLachlan are both current 
S2 pupils and their design ideas were the strongest produced by the entire year group. 
Their designs were based on the significant history and importance mining has had within 
the community of Woodburn. They enjoyed the design process and were delighted to 
contribute something tangible for the local community.   The Miners helmet and lamp and 
pick axe were incorporated within the fencing by Halston Engineering Ltd.
In the photo is Cameron Miller and Leeann McLachlan, along with their Art and Design 
teacher Shaun Gordon and Margot Russell, Secretary of the BRWYP.
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EXPRESSIVE ARTS EVENING
The DHS Expressive Arts Evening was another huge success this year. We 
managed to raise £370 for the Faculty and this will help provide resources for 
pupils to continue their development in each subject. The range of talent we 
have across the Expressive Arts was on display throughout the entire evening 
and the pupils’ work and performances were an absolute joy to behold. Pupils 
from S1 to S6 were involved in performances across each subject and the high 
quality art/photography work, dancing, singing and dramatic performances were 
commended by all who attended. All staff from the Expressive Arts Faculty 
were extremely proud of every pupil for their commitment and hard work in the 
build-up to this event. The Expressive Arts continue to provide opportunities and 
challenge for our young people to ensure they continue their journey towards 
excellence. 
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MATHS CAMP 2017

YPI FINAL

This year’s National 5 Maths Camp took place in March 
at Dounans Centre, Aberfoyle.  48 S4 pupils enjoyed 
outdoor activities such as obstacle courses, archery 
and ropes courses, as well as maths revision sessions, 
a treasure hunt and a quiz night.  Despite the rain and 
mud, all pupils participated enthusiastically and had a 
great and productive weekend.
The teachers involved (Miss MacLeod, Mrs Stewart, 
Miss Shankland, Mrs Harpur, Mrs Wright and Mr 
Hoyland) were particularly impressed by the pupils’ 
motivation to undertake a maths treasure hunt on a 
Saturday night and the lack of grumbles whilst studying 
maths on a Sunday morning! Teachers were even helped 
out on the Sunday by four Advanced Higher Maths 
pupils – Beth Murray, Erin Thomson, Declan Girdwood 
and Stephanie Purves.
All in all, the pupils were enthusiastic and appreciative 
of the opportunity for supported study with most 
requesting more maths time and even another night 
away! Thanks to all the pupils for their hard work, 
hopefully we’re much more prepared for the exam now! 
Here’s to next year...

YPI is an inclusive, multi-award-winning secondary 
school program that grows compassionate 
communities by connecting youth to social issues, 
local charities, and philanthropy at a pivotal stage in 
their adolescence.
In March, 5 groups from Dalkeith High School 
took part in  the DHS final, representing various 
local charities. Everyone performed exceptionally 
well, making it a difficult decision for the judges. 
The winners were Louise Patterson, Abby Pearson, 
Millie Scally & Nain Tara Raja, securing £3000 for 
Guide Dogs Edinburgh. 17



Monday 3 April 

Club Teacher Level Time Room
History Mr McGlade AH 9.00-3.00 G111

Tuesday 4 April 

Club Teacher Level Time Room
Biology Mrs Stewart-Young Focus on 

Nat 5
10.00-12.30

10.00-03.00

F233

Biology Mrs Stewart-Young Focus on AH 12.30-03.00

10.00-03.00

F233

History Mr McGlade Higher 9.00-12.00 G111
History Mrs Hogg Nat 5 9.00-11.00 G112

Wednesday 5 April 

Club Teacher Level Time Room
English Miss Melian Nat 5 10.00-12.00 G114

English Mr Johnstone Higher 10.00-12.00 G117

Geography Mr Duncan Nat 5 + 
Higher

09.30-1.00 F109

Thursday 6 April

Club Teacher Level Time Room
Engineering Science Mrs Kane Higher 9.00-12.00 G202
Graphic Communication Mrs Kane Nat 5 01.00-03.00 G202

Monday 10 April  

Club Teacher in Charge Level Time Room
Art & Design Mr Gordon

Miss O’Hanlon

Miss Gordon

Nat 3 – AH 09.00-16.00 Art Dept

Chemistry Ms MacKay Higher 10.00-12.00 F224
Dance Mrs Wilson Nat 5 10.00-12.00 Assembly Hall
Drama Miss Wood Nat 5 – 

Higher
09.00-16.00 Drama G771

EASTER REVISION PROGRAMME 2017



Tuesday 11 April  

Club Teacher in Charge Level Time Room
Drama Miss Wood Nat 5 – 

Higher
09.00-16.00 Drama G771

Maths Miss MacLeod/

Mrs Harpur/

Miss Shankland 

Nat 5 +

Higher

09.30-03.30 F123

Wednesday 12 April

Club Teacher in Charge Level Time Room
Chemistry Ms Davidson Nat 5 10.00-02.00 F223

Thursday 13 April

Club Teacher in Charge Level Time Room
Modern Studies Mrs Ryan Higher 09.30-01.00 F111
Modern Studies Mr Nisbet Nat 5 09.30-01.00 F113

Friday 14 April

Club Teacher in Charge Level Time Room
Maths Miss MacLeod AH 09.00-01.00 F123
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Dalkeith High School
2 COUSLAND ROAD

DALKEITH
EH22 2PS

TEL: 0131 654 4701

@official_DHS

#DeterminedHappySuccessful


